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Foreword
Australia’s democratic system is like a healthy individual with a bout

were “uninfluential observers” in the political process. And they

of the flu. It’s not seriously ill, but somewhat off colour. Citizens feel

complained that politics was too much talk and not enough real action,

disillusioned, cynical and discontented with how this system is working.

as well as tarnished by compromises. Concerning for the future is the

Three years of a federal hung parliament has probably made them

fact that younger people tend to be more disengaged from the political

more jaded than usual. The 24-hour media cycle means they are

process than older Australians. This is in contrast to, for example, the

constantly assailed by political noise. And with the federal political race

1960s and early 1970s, when there was an era of youthful activism

evenly poised, stunts and insults trivialise and degrade the debate.

and protest.

Politicians do not give enough thought to their wider responsibilities

So, in light of this mixture of negative and positive attitudes, what

to the democratic system. Their vigorous contest is the essence of

is the way forward? People, young and older, want more openness

democracy in action. But if the way it is conducted makes voters turn

and greater empowerment. There is interest in ‘’localism’’. Evans,

away from the process, they have a lot to answer for.

Stoker and Nasir urge an increase in the scope for citizens and their
councils at the grass roots to make more political decisions about

The 2013 Australian Survey of Political Engagement captures these

their communities. In this context, the referendum to recognise local

negatives. But the snapshot is far from all bleak. Citizens believe in the

government in the constitution, held with this year’s federal election,

principles of their democratic system, and they keep an eye on what

is timely. It is the level of government often neglected, but one with

is happening, even if they are mostly not engaged. They also indicate

unexploited potential to respond to people’s desire to participate in

they would be more willing to play an active role, if there were changes

ways they feel can have some impact.

that encouraged them to do so. The survey found that most Australians
Michelle Grattan
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How do Australians
imagine their democracy?
In a recent survey conducted in February 2013 we asked a

Other findings give reason for hope about the future of Australian

representative sample of 1,377 Australians to consider various issues

democracy. There are elements of malaise in Australian political

regarding Australian politics and their role in making democracy work.

culture but the core issue appears to be more to do with the type of
politics currently on offer. We show that most Australians do not hold

Some of our findings should give all democrats pause for thought. Our

the ideals of the democratic political process in contempt. There is

survey findings show that citizens are overwhelmingly observers rather

strong support for the processes of representative democracy such

than participants in formal politics and that 9 in 10 regard themselves

as consultation, compromise and democratic judgement and citizens

as without influence over the federal level of government. Indeed, 7

display a considerable understanding of its complex processes. Our

in 10 come to the same conclusion about other levels of government.

findings also indicate that citizens could be up for a more extended

There is widespread evidence of negative attitudes towards politics

role if a different politics was on offer that was more participatory,

and politicians comparable to those found in other contemporary

open and perhaps local. Australians imagine their democracy in a way

democracies including Britain, the United States and Finland; but

that demonstrates support for a new participatory politics but with the

these negative attitudes have emerged in a relatively benign economic

aim of shoring up representative democracy and developing a more

context. Over a quarter of Australians combine a set of substantially

integrated, inclusive and responsive democratic system. In the light

negative attitudes towards politics and politicians – irritation at

of this discovery, we argue that an effective path to reform is not about

politicians “talking rather than acting”, annoyed with the compromises

choosing between representative and participatory democratic models

of politics and are supportive of a greater role for non-political actors in

but of finding linking arrangements between them.

public decision-making including business people and experts.
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Australian citizens are observers

About 9 in 10 Australians think

Over 9 in 10 Australians think

About 4 in 10 Australians who

rather than participants in formal

they have not very much or no

that politicians should stop

expressed an opinion felt that

politics, well over half (54.7%)

influence at all over national

talking and just take action on

government would be better run

could not remember conducting

decisions and just over three

important problems

by business people and over 3 in

any political activity in the last

quarters of Australian feel the

10 felt that independent experts

two or three years beyond the

same when it comes to local

would do a better job at making

practice of voting

decision-making

government decisions

The level of agreement with

The greatest differences among

The oldest age group of voting

to political news compared to only

the negative statements

Australian citizens’ responses to

age (65+) is roughly twice as

4% of those over 65 years old.

about politics matches similar

politics are not driven by gender,

politically active after elections as

While only 2 in 10 of the 18-24 age

findings to those found in other

income or partisan orientation but

the youngest age group (18-24).

group use websites as the major

contemporary democracies that

rather by age

Although less engaged in trying

source of their political news that

have suffered more significant

to influence decisions there are

figure rises to 3 in 10 for those 65+

economic downturn

different patterns to how younger
age groups get their political news.
Some 32% of the 18-24 age group
and 28% of the 24-34 age group
use Facebook and Twitter and
other social media to alert them
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Many Australians can envisage

There is also interest in a

The pent-up demand for greater

the virtues of an effective

greater role for citizens in

involvement in politics among

representative democracy with

decision-making, with over three

citizens that could be triggered

8 in 10 showing backing for

quarters of Australians favouring

by greater openness in the

consultation, compromise and

greater use of referendums to

political system or anger at the

democratic judgement

decide matters

failure of the system to respond

About 4 in 10 would respond

The reform options that offer

with greater interest in politics

most hope involve building on

to the positive trigger of greater

citizens’ interests and linking

openness in the political system.

representative and more

5 in 10 of those 65 years or

participative political practices

older would go along with that
proposition, whereas only 3 in
10 of the age group 18-24 would
back it
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Throughout this report we draw on new research conducted in February

participative democratic models in the context of a politics that is more

2013, in which we asked a representative sample of 1,377 Australians

open, less elitist and exclusive and more “localist” in character.

to consider various issues regarding Australian politics and their role
in making democracy work. The survey instrument was designed
to enable comparison with other contemporary democracies and
was conducted online. Respondents were derived from a reputable
independent online panel that earn reward points to participate. Results
were post weighted (n = 1,377) by age and gender based on the profile

There is a lot of debate about what counts as political participation

of the adult Australian population. Small variations in sample size can

but for now we suggest that actions aimed at trying to influence the

occur from rounding errors as a result of the weighting process. The
survey work was undertaken by The Australia Institute.

decision-making process of governments more or less directly should

We present the main findings of this report in four main sections. Firstly,

this sense includes contacting public officials. We asked about that in

be one focus of attention. The standard repertoire of participation in
four questions. It is also possible to more actively engage in politics

we look at the engagement of Australians in politics. They emerge as

through standing for office, funding political parties or campaigns or

uninfluential observers. Secondly, we explore what Australians do not

by attending meetings. There are more consumer based examples of

like about politics. Akin to citizens in other contemporary democracies,

participation including boycotting goods or products or through signing

a majority of Australians complain that politics involves too much

either paper or online petitions. In addition to asking about all these

talk and not enough effective action and is blighted by compromises

forms of political participation, we also asked about attendance at

that stop politicians doing the right thing. A substantial minority of

marches and demonstrations.

Australians think non-elected business people or experts could do a
better job than the politicians. About a quarter of Australians sign up

The results are presented in Table 1. When asked about their political

to three or more of these negative attitudes in what could be taken

acts over the last two or three years, the most prominent political action

as a worrying signal about the state of Australian democratic culture.
Thirdly, we examine the differences between Australian citizens in
their attitudes and engagement with politics. In particular, we explore
the way that younger citizens compared to others respond to politics
and argue that younger citizens tend to be more disengaged from
formal political action and more uncertain about how to get engaged.
Fourthly, we look to see if there is a positive base for rebuilding politics.
We find a strong understanding of the values of democratic politics
and an interest in getting involved to a greater degree. A more open
political system would be the strongest trigger to greater involvement
but there is also a sense that some citizens are waiting for politics
to get even worse before mobilizing themselves. A concluding section
provides some speculative thoughts on the way forward for Australian
democracy. Given the subtlety of capacity for Australians to imagine
their democracy we argue for reforms that link representative and
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Australians can remember is signing a petition or e-petition (around

Table 1: The political acts of Australian citizens
beyond voting (N=1377)

53%). The next most prominent is boycotting something (around
28%). In terms of presenting views to politicians at different levels of
government, this peaks at 23% for local councillors and declines to 6%
with regard to contacting a member of the House of Representatives

Political Action

or the Senate. In relation to all of these forms of political engagement
age tends to play a role; with those in older age brackets more likely to
have undertaken them. For example, nearly 4 in 10 of those aged 65

Signed petition/e-petition

and older have contacted a local councillor compared to less than 1 in

Boycotted products for political, ethical or

10 of those aged between 18-24 years. About a quarter of Australians

environmental reasons

report that they have urged someone else to contact an elected official.

Urged someone else to get in touch with an
elected representative

53 (727)
28 (387)
25 (341)

Presented views to local councillor

23 (317)

Presented views to member of a state legislature

11 (154)

Presented views to member of the House of
Representatives

9 (121)

Been to a political meeting

7 (97)

Taken part in a demonstration, picket or march

6 (80)

Presented views to member of the Senate

6 (76)

Taken active part in a political campaign

4 (54)

Donated money or paid a fee to political party

3 (46)

Stood for public office

1 (13)

None of these activities

9

% Done in
last two or
three years
(N)

54.7 (752)

When it comes to more intensive forms of political engagement,

Table 2: Latent political practices by Australian
citizens (N=1377)

the percentage of active citizens consistently drops below double
figures. This observation is true for attendance at a political meeting,
making donations to a political party, being active in a campaign, or

Action

participating in a demonstration. When consideration is made of a
wide range of political activities from contacting officials, through
to consumer boycotts, or signing petitions and joining campaigns,
Australians emerge as a fairly inactive citizenry. Over half (54.7%)
could not remember conducting any political activity in the last two or
three years beyond the practice of voting.
There is an argument for stretching the definition of political
participation to include those acts that although not aimed directly at

% Citizens

Saying don’t follow political news

8

Written letter to an editor

15

Expressed political views on line

19

Donated money or paid membership fee to a charity
or campaigning organisation

28

Discussed politics or political news with someone else

53

influencing decision-makers nevertheless show a willingness to follow
politics or engage in political debate. They are not manifest examples

This picture of the average Australian citizen as a watcher of politics

of participation but they might be regarded as latently political in that

rather than actively engaged is confirmed by their own modest

they could lead to political participation. As Table 2 shows most citizens

assessment of their influence on politics. Only 2% of Australians

do follow the political news, as less than 8% stated that they did not

think they have a great deal of influence over decision-making in the

follow politics, although again for young people between 18-24 years

country as a whole or in their local area. Only 9% suggest they have

that figure rises to 13%. Over half of Australians remember discussing

some influence at the national level and that figure rises to 20% for

politics with someone else and a respectable number write letters to

those who think they have some influence at the local level. About

the media and express their views online.

90% of Australians think they have not very much or no influence at
all over national decisions and just over three quarters of Australian

What are the main sources of political news? Television tops the

feel the same when it comes to local decision-making.

charts (at 78%) as the main source of political news, surpassing all
other sources by a large margin. This is followed by radio (39%),
news websites (31%), tabloid newspapers (20%) and broadsheets
(16%). For young citizens (18-24 years old), political news can also be
transmitted via friends and family (24%) and through social media such
as Twitter and Facebook (32%).
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may be termed ‘stealth’ attitudes has been found in several contemporary

Drawing on a set of survey questions also asked in Britain (Hansard
Society, 2012), the United States (Hibbing and Theiss-Morse, 2002; Neblo

democracies. The stealth view of democracy sees politics as an

et al., 2010) and Finland (Bengtsson and Malttila, 2009), we set out to

unpleasant feature of modern life (which is time-consuming and prone to

explore what Australian citizens did not like about politics. Is it a sense that

corruption). Within this model, political debate is often seen as pointless,

politics never leads anywhere? Do the pressures to compromise among

since sensible people agree on what should be done. What is required

politicians stop the making of good decisions? Could others, not elected

from government is effective action best taken on an expert or informed

politicians, do a better job? We asked about levels of support for a set

basis (Hibbing and Theiss-Morse, 2002). Australian citizens have stealth

of comments that reflect negatives about politics: that it is all talk and no

attitudes to match those found elsewhere and it is noteworthy that the

action; that compromises are sell-outs; that business people or experts

survey questions were asked in Australia in 2013 after a prolonged period

could make better decisions than elected politicians. As Table 3 shows

of relatively benign economic growth and social change compared to that

we found that Australian citizens in overwhelming numbers worry that

experienced in other countries. In Table 4 we show the accumulated

politicians are prone to talk rather than take action and make compromises

scores of those who responded by agreeing to three or more of the

rather than sticking to their principles. About 4 in 10 Australians who

four stealth questions. The findings suggest that a quarter of Australian

expressed an opinion felt that government would be better run by business

citizens hold strongly to a stealth orientation putting it at a parallel level with

people and over 3 in 10 felt that independent experts would do a better job

other contemporary democracies, only trumped by the response obtained

at making government decisions.

in Britain in 2011/12 after a period of sustained economic downturn. About
10 per cent of citizens show no elements of the stealth orientation, a figure
again comparable to other democracies.

Through our efforts and those of other researchers the presence of what

Table 3: % Negative views of politics – Australia, GB,
USA and Finland compared
Australia
(2013) *

GB
(2011/12)**

Finland
(2007)***

USA
(1998)****

USA
(2008)*****

Politicians should stop talking and take action

95

91

83

86

86

Compromise is selling out one’s principles

74

80

46

60

64

Government better if decisions left to successful business people

43

47

18

32

35

Government better if decisions left to independent experts

34

51

33

31

35

% Agree

Sources: *ANZSOG ** Ninth Audit of Political Engagement (2012); ***Bengtsson and
Mattila (2009, p. 1039) **** Hibbing and Theiss-Morse (2002) ****Neblo et al (2010)
NB this table excludes all neutral responses that is the neither agree nor disagree
responses and don’t know responses
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At first glance these responses by Australian and other citizens of
contemporary democracies represent a political orientation that could
be considered problematic. The set of questions were first used in an
American study (Hibbing and Theiss-Morse, 2002) and they referred to
it as a “stealth” understanding of politics. This characterization was a

Before trying to directly answer the question posed about the state of

reference to the idea that citizens appeared to want a political process

Australian political culture in Section 3, it is worth exploring in more

that acted smoothly- even invisibly - to achieve what the public wanted

depth the differences between Australian citizens. We will consider,

without troubling citizens with the messy business of debates, conflicts

first, which citizens are more prone to negative, stealth attitudes

and compromises.

towards politics. We then examine the findings of political participation
in more depth.

Table 4: % Accumulated negative orientation
towards political systems: various countries

Table 5 presents a logistic regression analysis that weighs the
impact of a mix of possible factors to explain what is driving stealth

Australia

GB

USA
(2008)

No stealth
responses

10.5

12.2

6.5

10.6

Three or more
stealth views

26.9

35.5

27.2

25.7

Finland

attitudes. The dependent variable is constructed by identifying
list of negative questions about politics outlined in Table 3 (that is

those citizens that gave three or more positive responses to the
the 26.9 per cent of citizens identified in Table 4). These citizens
are seen as having a stealth orientation. But who are they? How
much engagement with politics do they have? How do they learn
about politics? What is their attitude towards politics? The analysis

Hibbing and Theiss-Morse have little doubt about what their findings

presented in Table 5 enables us to explore these questions.

meant about the state of mind of American citizens:

What emerges is a complex picture. The negative stealth orientation

(The central point is ...that most are only casually committed

is not concentrated in any sub-section of Australian citizens but we

to traditional democracy. They think and say they are deeply

can say that older citizens, especially those over 65 are significantly

committed, but when pushed, it become apparent that they do not

more likely to have a stealth orientation than younger voters. Those

have much understanding of the realities of real-world democratic

in the middle income brackets are also more likely to have such an

politics. (Hibbing and Theiss-Morse, 2002:149-50)

orientation. What Table 5 also suggests is that it makes little difference
whether you think you have an influence or not. Stealth attitudes are

Is it fair to say, likewise, that many Australians are naive or

not about feeling powerless since we also find that those that think they

unsophisticated about the nature of democratic politics? Is there a

could make a difference to their local area are more likely than others

problem with Australian political culture?

to hold stealth attitudes. Although not reaching any level of statistical
significance, it is worth noting that consistent with previous findings
from other countries (including Finland and Britain) those who back a
greater say for the public in referendums are also more likely to have a
stealth orientation. So a stealth orientation does not appear to reflect a
lack of confidence in terms of internal or external efficacy.
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We have exhausted the positive drivers for a stealth orientation but
Table 5 also demonstrates some factors that make it less likely that
someone would have a stealth orientation. Stealth views are less
prominent among those who consume their political news through
broadsheets and news web sites and among those who have
undertaken some political activity in the last two or three years. These
findings about what drives stealth attitudes are consistent with the
analysis conducted in the studies of other contemporary democracies.
Neither the American nor Finnish studies could identify a particular
sub-group particular prone to stealth attitudes. The age factor and the
tendency for older citizens to have a greater stealth orientation was
also a factor in the study of British citizens. As was the sense that
broadsheet readers were less prone to a stealth orientation. Indeed,
in the British case tabloid readership emerged as a significant driver of
stealth attitudes. (see evidence presented to the UK’s Leveson Inquiry)
(http://www.levesoninquiry.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2012/08/Submission-from-theHansard-Society.pdf)
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Table 5: Logistic regression model of Stealth Orientation in Australia, 2013 (N=830)
Determinant

Log odds ratio

standard error

Wald-statistic

Df

P-value

-1.37***

0.33

17.06

1

0.00

0.25

0.11

0.16		

0.48

1

0.48

1.12

35-64		

0.06

0.19

0.09

1

0.76

1.06

65+		

0.62**

0.25

6.17

1

0.01

1.85

0.31

0.22

2.24

1

0.13

1.37

0.18		

4.18

1

0.04

1.45

-

-

-

Constant		

Odds ratio

Gender (male: reference)
Female		
Age (18-34: reference)

Support to direct democracy (no: reference)
Yes		

Involvement could change the way area is run (no: reference)
Yes		

0.37**

Have influence on local decisions
No (Reference)

0		

Yes		

-		

-

-0.19

0.20		

0.86

1

0.35

0.83

-0.14

0.19

0.58

1

0.44

0.87

-0.41*

0.23

3.21

1

0.07

0.66

0.03

0.19		

0.03

1

0.86

1.03

-0.37**

0.18

4.31

1

0.04

0.69

Medium		

0.33*

0.19

3.11

1

0.08

1.40

High		

0.15

0.24

0.39

1

0.53

1.16

0.09

0.19

0.23

1

0.63

1.10

-0.31**

0.17		

3.30

1

0.06

0.74

Have influence on national decisions
Yes		
Main source of political news
Broadsheet readers only (no: reference)
Yes		
Tabloid readers only (no: reference)
Yes		
News websites (no: reference)
Yes		

Income (Low: reference)

Voting
Voted in last election (Yes: reference)
No		
Activist or not+ (Non-activist: reference)
Activist		
*0.10>p ≥0.05; **0.05>p ≥0.01; ***p<0.01

+ Activist measured as respondent undertaken one or more political acts (c.f. Table 1)

-2Loglikelihood = 951.79, Nagelkerke R square = 0.05
Df: Degrees of Freedom
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Of the wider set of responses obtained in the survey, what pattern can be

Table 7 presents evidence on the political participation and engagement

identified? A look through our survey findings reveals that there appears

of different age groups. Here the trend is clearer. Across a whole

to be no great differences across a whole range of questions when it

range of political activities from contacting officials, campaigning,

comes to gender and political partisanship (measured by who citizens

boycotting, and petitioning, through expressing views online or in

voted for in the last election). There are some differences reflected

letters and on to taking part in political meetings or campaigns or

among those at different income levels but building on the insights from

donating money to parties, it is generally the older age group that

the discussion about stealth orientation above we think it worth looking

lead the way. The only exceptions are in attending a political meeting

at differences driven by age in greater detail.

or paying money to a political party where the youngest of voting age
citizens have been slightly more active in the last two or three years.

Table 6 presents an analysis of the orientation of different age groups

Across all of the activities the average percentage score for the 18-24

to the political system. Across the age ranges citizens generally agree

age brackets is 11.4 compared to 21.2 for those aged 65 or over. In

they have little influence over decision-making but many appear to

short, the oldest age group of voting age is roughly twice as politically

hold that if they were to get involved it would make a difference at

active as the youngest age group. Yet as we noted earlier it is the

least in their local area. The older age groups would be more positive

older age group, especially those 65 and over, who are the strongest

about getting involved if the political system was more open and less

supporters of the stealth orientation towards politics and its set of

dominated by special interests and self-serving politicians. 5 in 10 of

negative attitudes to the way politics works.

those 65 years or older would go along with that proposition, whereas
only 3 in 10 back it. Younger citizens appear to more willing to change
their involvement if things got even worse. So if politics became more
dominated by self-serving politicians and special interests 4 out of 10
would get more involved, compared to only 3 in 10 of the over 65s.
When it comes to the consumption of political news some further
differences emerge. As might be expected the use of social media
is more prominent among the younger age groups. Some 32% of the
18-24 age group and 28% of the 24-34 age group use Facebook and
Twitter and other social media to alert them to political news compared
with only 4% of those over 65 years old. Perhaps connected to the
use of social media, younger citizens (aged 18-24) tend to use friends
or family as a source of political news to a greater extent than other
age groups. All citizens make use of more traditional sources of
news (especially television and radio) but older citizens tend to make
greater use of these sources. However, it would wrong to describe
older citizens as not using internet based information. While only 2 in
10 of the 18-24 age group use websites as the major source of their
political news that figure rises to 3 in 10 for those aged 65 plus.
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Table 6: Australian orientation towards politics by
age (% agree)
Factor /Age

18-24

25-34

35-44

44-54

55-64

65+

1.Would be more involved in politics if more open

32

45

43

46

54

51

2.Would be more involved in politics if more closed

41

36

29

28

28

30

3.Take more decisions by referendums

64

75

76

81

82

80

4.Involvement can change area

65

60

58

61

71

67

5.Have little or no influence over local decisions

71

76

76

77

79

76

6.Have little or no influence over national decisions

83

84

91

88

84

84

7.Don’t follow political news

13

9

9

10

5

6

32

28

10

11

6

4

9.Use friends and/or family as main source of political news

32

27

27

22

19

20

10.Use news website as main source of political news

21

31

40

28

31

32

11.Use television as main source of political news

73

73

78

77

86

83

12.Use broadsheet newspaper as main source of political news

10

10

10

20

22

21

13.Use tabloid as main source of political news

11

16

16

16

28

34

14. Use radio as main source of political news

32

32

40

42

48

40

8.Use social media (Facebook/Twitter) as main source of
political news

Note: Respondents were asked to identify up to three main sources of political news and information
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Table 7: Australian’s orientation towards political
participation and engagement by age (% agree)
Action/Age

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Contacted local councillor

9

14

20

25

30

38

Contacted member state legislature

5

5

8

10

19

20

Contacted member Commonwealth Senate

4

4

1

5

10

10

Contacted member of House of Representatives

4

5

6

9

10

17

Been to political meeting

10

4

5

7

8

9

Urged someone to contact elected representative

12

16

27

28

30

33

Taken part in a demonstration

6

7

6

7

5

4

Expressed political views online

16

22

19

15

20

20

Boycotted products

13

23

29

28

37

36

Signed petition/e-petition

47

53

49

54

60

53

Taken part in active political campaign

5

3

2

3

4

6

Paid money to political party

8

3

1

3

1

5

Written letter to editor

9

9

12

13

20

25

Average Score

11.4

17

21.2

In this section we consider whether there is a base for re-engaging

to be at the heart of decision-making in order for government to be

more citizens in politics. The survey evidence so far presents a political

legitimate. Whereas the stealth oriented citizen will engage with politics

culture that is not ruinous to the practice of democracy in Australia but

only under sufferance, the sunshine oriented citizen is happy to engage

it is underwhelming in terms of aspiration and ambition. Most citizens

as long as the political world corresponds sufficiently to the ideal of a level

do not engage in political activity beyond voting and that is particular

playing field. Under conditions of stealth democracy reasoning politics is

true of younger citizens. Supermajorities of citizens regard themselves

ultimately about achieving efficiency in collective action. While from the

as not influential in the making of political decisions. Many citizens

perspective of sunshine, democracy politics is ultimately about reconciling

hold negative views about the way politics works. An overwhelming

competing values. The reactions to these questions are presented in

majority fear that politics is all talk and leads to little effective action.

Table 8 and what they show is that Australians can overwhelmingly

A clear majority worry about the compromises of politics and observe

endorse a set of positive and sophisticated understandings of how the

that politicians sell-out their principles. Significant minorities hold that

representative political process is supposed to work. In that they are no

business people or experts could do a better job at running the country

different from citizens of contemporary democracies.

than elected politicians.

Table 4: % Accumulated negative orientation
towards political systems: various countries

One explanation is that Australian citizens are, like American citizens
(according to Hibbing and Theiss-Morse), an unsophisticated and
naive lot when it comes to understanding democratic politics. We are

GB
(2011/12)*

USA (
2008)**

Australia
(2013) ***

Elected politicians need
to debate before making
decisions

93

92

97

Openness and willingness
to compromise are
important to politics

97

89

95

94

92

93

93

84

91

% agree

unconvinced by that line of reasoning. We think that citizens’ reason
about politics based on their experience and shared understandings
developed with others; citizens’ react to democracy on the basis of their
negative lived experience of the adversarial nature of contemporary
politics. They are not being naive. Equally they do not simply hold one
view of politics but have various understandings that they can apply
depending on the context and the type of politics that is on offer. In
earlier work we have referred to these understandings as folk theories of
democracy. (Stoker and Hay, 2012).
To test whether Australian citizens simply hold negative views about

Important for elected

politics we asked in our survey an additional set of questions that offer

politicians to decide rather

an opposite understanding of politics to those associated with the stealth

than leaving it to experts

orientation - sunshine responses. The sunshine theory of democracy

Important differences

(Neblo et al, 2010: 7, fn 18) sees some value in debate and recognises

exist between running

the need to look for compromise. Accountable elected politicians need

a government and a
business

Sources: Ninth Audit of Political Engagement (2012)*, Neblo et al (2010) ** ANZSOG ***
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These findings suggest that most Australians do not hold the political

We sort responses to these two questions into three main categories: (i)

process in contempt. A sizeable majority of Australians (about 8 in 10)

fixed preferences - where the reported level of interest in politics remains

display strong support for three or more of these sunshine responses

the same regardless of a change in its conduct (that is those who

and in so doing so these positive responses outstrip the negative

responded the same in terms of their level of interest regardless of the

responses by a factor of nearly 3 to 1. Indeed if as with the negative

conditional trigger built into the question); (ii) negative responses with a

stealth responses we accumulated positive sunshine responses

greater willingness to get involved being triggered by a move towards a

we find that nearly 8 in 10 Australians support three or more of the

more self-serving politics and, (iii) positive responses with a greater level

sunshine responses. This compares to only just over 6 in 10 of British

of willingness to get involved being triggered by a move towards a less

respondents in a survey conducted in 2011/12. Over 12% of British

self-serving politics. The main findings are presented in Table 10, along

citizens could not agree with any of the positive statements about

with comparisons from other contemporary democracies.

democratic politics while less than 5% of Australians were unable to do
so. It appears, as with the weather Australian attitudes to politics out

We found that only 37% of Australian citizens remained fixed in their

sunshine the British.

attitudes to politics in the light of the two scenarios. In comparison
with Britain, Australians appear less fixed in their political attitudes.
The negative trigger encouraged 2 in 10 respondents to increase their

Table 9: Accumulated evidence that Australians
value and understand their democracy
(% supporting sunshine, positive statements)

interest and the positive trigger of a more open politics got 4 in 10
respondents to express greater interest. It is difficult to be sure about
the comparison with the USA as the sample size in their test was so
small. But it is clear that many citizens across a range of contemporary

Australia*** %

GB* %

No positive responses

4.4

12.8

Three or more

78.1

64.0

democracies on the basis of this evidence would respond positively
to the offer of a more open politics. Looking back at the responses
reported in Table 6 ( factors 1&2) it appears that older citizens, those
that already show a greater propensity to get involved are particularly
strong in their response to the positive trigger, with over half of those

Sources: Ninth Audit of Political Engagement (2012)*, Neblo et al. (2010) **

55+ saying they would be more interested in political involvement if it

ANZSOG ***

was more open. Young citizens appear to be closer in their willingness
to respond to positive and negative triggers. Again as Table 6 shows 32%

Moreover, our survey shows that the orientation of Australian citizens

of 18-24 year old citizens would respond to a positive trigger but 41%

towards politics is not fixed. We tested two propositions:

would respond to a negative trigger. These young voting age citizens are
the only group where negative responses outshine positive responses.

If politics were more dominated by self-serving politicians and
powerful special interests do you think that you would be more or
less interested in getting involved in politics?
If politics was less influenced by self-serving politicians and
powerful special interests do you think that you would be more or
less interested in getting involved in politics?
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Table 10: % responses to positive and negative
triggers to interest in political engagement in
contemporary democracies
Country/Responses
% responding to positive
trigger with increased
interest
% responding to negative
trigger with increased
interest

GB*

USA**

Reflecting on the results from our survey in the round the fundamental

Australia ***

cause of democratic entropy in contemporary Australian politics is
arguably increasingly attributed to the role of politicians. We offer our

32

62

findings to form an empirical base for discussion but we also provide

41

some ideas about what might be an appropriate response.
Our findings draw attention to two important dilemmas for Australia’s

16

8

political class. Firstly, that citizens view politicians and democratic
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politics as one and the same – anti-politics equals anti-party politics. In
a traditional culture of deference, the conflation of politics, democracy

% fixed in interest in
political engagement

52

30

and politicians was viewed as an equation for social and political stability

37

but in times of rapid social change it may well become a source of
ungovernability. It should also be of significant concern that this pattern

Sources: Ninth Audit of Political Engagement (2012)*, Neblo et al (2010) ** ANZSOG ***

of discontent has emerged in a period of relative affluence unlike in
the United States and the United Kingdom. Secondly, the artificial

But it is important not to end this section on what might seem a negative

separation of representative (viewed through either the negative stealth

note. Our findings suggest that many Australian citizens both young and

or positive sunshine lens) and participatory democracy has reinforced

not so young would respond positively to a more open politics. In addition,

a culture of anti-politics at the heart of the Australian political system.

we can add to the mix the finding from our survey that 77% of citizens

Paradoxically, the evidence also demonstrates that politicians are the

wanted more scope for direct democracy through referendums over

solution to these two dilemmas.

major decisions. In short, these findings provide compelling evidence
that Australian citizens could be up for a more extended role if a different

Our findings show that the path to reform is not about choosing

politics was on offer that was more participatory, open and local.

between representative and participatory democratic models but of
finding linking arrangements between them. Why? It is evident from our
findings that citizens have complex orientations towards democracy.
The evidence presented here shows support for a new participatory
politics but with the aim of shoring up representative democracy and
developing a more integrated, inclusive and responsive democratic
system. How could this be achieved?
The reform process would need to proceed on the basis of four
fundamental principles – politicians as the key agents of change,
non-partisanship, institutional strengthening and connecting-up the
citizen with the Canberra-village. The first principle proceeds from
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the assumption that politicians should act as the bridge between
representative and participatory democracy. The second principle

E. The introduction of a new localism.

follows the insight that anti-politics is about the health of Australian
democracy and is a problem for all politicians regardless of party

Each of these reform ideas would need a lot of further work to ensure

politics. The third principle is based on the idea that it makes sense to

effective institutional delivery. We hope in future work to join with others

use existing institutions which already have public legitimacy and trust

in exploring these options in more detail. But for now let us concentrate

to build the new politics. This would also be prudent from a financial

with a few words on perhaps our most contested reform suggestion –

perspective in an austerity climate. The fourth principle is rooted in

the call for a new localism.

the popular perception that the Canberra village (the Commonwealth)
is disconnected from the everyday lives of Australian citizens and

First, what do we mean by new localism? Although a contested term,

reforms are needed to bring Canberra closer to the people.

for the purposes of this report we define localism as “an umbrella
term which refers to the devolution of power and/or functions and/or

The following reforms flow from these principles:

resources away from central control and towards front-line managers,
local democratic structures, local institutions and local communities,

A. The democratization of the parliamentary select committee

within an agreed framework of minimum standards”. This definition

system to include lay representation with the aim of integrating

encompasses and develops various strategies of localism described

a citizen perspective on the quality of public policy making and

by Hildreth (2011) and further developed by the authors in Table 11.

service provision to achieve more inclusive assessments of public

By implication different central governments in different nation states

value. Representatives could be nominated from the electoral roll

deploy different strategies of localism. We can identify three strategies

using representative criteria.

of localism at work in Westminster-style democracies – managerial,
representative and community – reflecting different models of

B. The establishment of public sector juries crafted and managed

democracy and degrees of community involvement in decision-making.

through the criminal jury system and chaired by MPs at the regional

These often co-exist.

and city levels with the aim of integrating a citizen perspective on
regional sustainable development initiatives to help governments

Many observers would argue that this is yet another example of old

utilise local knowledge, think long-term and foster policy and

wine in new bottles and there is nothing new about the concept of

delivery innovations.

localism. However, there is a subtle but important difference between
the concept of localism and its antecedents. While all three forms of

C. The constitutional provision for advisory referenda through on-

localism have always existed, representative localism was always first

line petition managed by a cross bench committee of MPs. This

amongst equals at least in terms of its rhetorical dominance. This is no

would allow for ongoing engagement with the citizenry on issues

longer the case; in an era of governance it is the mix that matters and

that matter to the everyday lives of Australians.

the balance between the three will differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction
and task to task. The clarion call here is to increase the substantive

D. The establishment of a single-member constituency link to

freedom of local people and their councils to make their own political

encourage greater MP responsiveness to community needs.

decisions about the futures of their communities within an agreed

This initiative would require the redrawing of electoral boundaries

framework of Commonwealth and State minimum standards.

around identifiable rather than imagined communities.
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Why do we think that localism should be one component of a set of
institutional responses to the findings of this report on the state of
Australian democracy? We think that the mixing of representative and
participative political practices is a particularly rich field at the local level
where the accessibility and adaptability of governance arrangements
makes fertile ground for democratic innovations (for multiple
international examples see http://participedia.net/). Moreover we think
our survey shows a pent up demand for local decision-making, with two
thirds of citizens agreeing with the statement that “when people like me
get involved in their local community, they really can change the way
that their area is run” (See Table 6, factor 4).
All of these reforms meet the aim of shoring up representative
democracy and developing a more integrated, inclusive and responsive
democratic system. Crucially, it will help Australia evade the dangers
of what Colin Crouch (2000:56) has termed ‘post democracy’, ‘leading
to politics once again becoming an affair of closed elites, as it was in
pre-democratic times’. As the Nobel Laureate Amartyr Sen, puts it in
his book Development as Freedom (New York, Alfred Knopf, 1999), the
quality of a democracy should be measured as much by how it reaches
a decision as the decisions it reaches. These reforms will go some
way towards improving the health of Australian democracy but elected
representatives will have a critical role to play in this process because
without their active support as agents of change such a reform process
will be doomed to failure.
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Table 11: Three strategies of localism
Managerial

Defining mechanism

Delivery mechanism

Representative

Community

Conditional devolution of
decision-making based on
achieving agreed objectives

Provision of powers and

Rights and support given to

elected on universal suffrage

engage in decisions and action

Intergovernmental networks

Hierarchical delivery networks

Community network governance

responsibility to local government citizens in communities to

Cohesiveness and capacity
Metrics for judging success

Targets and evidence

Electoral triumph or failure

of network arrangements.
Attainment of network goals and
fairness of process

Makes sense in the context
Strengths

of multi-level governance and
complexity

Delivers ownership, local

responsibility and accountability

knowledge and engagement by

and capacity to meet localised

citizens in defining problems and

needs

supporting solutions

Can be too ‘top-down’, lack

Potential for network capture

of downward accountability,

by local elite interests persists.

associated with a ‘government
knows-best narrative for change’,
Weaknesses

Delivers clear identification of

ignores locally derived sources
of knowledge. Focus in the
end is on externally imposed

Resource issues (both financial
and technical) may undermine
delivery; accountability in
practice may be weak

Uneven distribution of capacity
among communities to respond
leads to engagement of some
but not all. Accountability
structures can be opaque

objectives rather than local

with weak democratic control.

choices

Minority voices can be silent
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About This Survey
The data presented here draws on the findings from a commissioned online
survey conducted in February 2013. Respondents were derived from a reputable
independent online panel. The panel is in essence a collection of ‘pre-recruited’
respondents who have agreed to take part in online surveys from time to time
for which they earn reward points for participation. Panellists are invited by email
to take part in surveys and, if they fit the eligibility criteria complete the survey.
Participants for this survey were selected based on quotas corresponding to
age, sex and state/territory. Participants were aged 18 years or older. Results
were post weighted (n = 1,377) by age and gender based on the profile of the
adult Australian population. Small variations in sample size can occur from
rounding errors as a result of the weighting process. The survey was therefore
representative of the adult Australian population by age, by sex and by state/
territory (but not all three in combination). The survey work was undertaken by
the Australia Institute, a Canberra based public policy thinktank.
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